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Playbook Introduction
This playbook is intended to be a guide that
will help you plan and implement your own
bicycle safety education campaign, using
data and insights that are unique to your
individual needs. This is not intended
to be a one-size-fits-all solution that
can be simply duplicated without
careful consideration of how to
customize it for your community
and create meaningful changes
in behavior.
In this playbook, you will be led
through a process that requires
you to assess data relevant to
your specific community to help
you craft your own campaign.
Each of the four sections – Study,
Development, Implementation
and Evaluation – contains helpful
considerations and sample documentation
that will assist you in developing your plans
and put you on the right path to creating a
successful program.
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Introductions From the Partners

Driving Change Introduction From the City of Grand Rapids
The City of Grand Rapids has paved the way for creating
a robust cycling infrastructure and a vibrant bike culture.
Through significant investments
in street reconstruction and
modifications, and the addition
of more than 70 miles of new
bikeways and bicycle parking
facilities since 2010, Grand Rapids
has been transformed into a more
bicycle-friendly community – as
recognized by the League of
American Bicyclists with a bronze-level designation.
Additionally, several new bicycle-related laws were
enacted to help keep bicyclists safe, but those new laws
were not widely known.

and responsibilities of both bicyclists and motorists and
to promote a culture of respect, while ultimately reducing
bicycle crashes and fatalities.

With the resulting increase in bicycle ridership, the
likelihood of bicycle-related crashes also increased.
Although the total number of bicyclist deaths caused
by those crashes had decreased since 2001, injuries to
bicyclists had risen nearly 7 percent during that time.
In 2012, bicyclist deaths rose 6.5 percent faster than
overall traffic deaths. More specifically, the Grand Rapids
area saw a fatal bike crash ratio that was more than 50
percent higher than the state average. Mitigating this
high number of bicycle-related crashes became critical to
becoming a true bicycle-friendly community.

The Bicycle Safety Education project, now commonly
referred to as “Driving Change,” was meant to create a
foundation for a long-term program that will continue
beyond the duration of the project. While the long-term
goal was to reduce the number of bike crashes and
eliminate fatalities, the immediate short-term goals
included increasing knowledge of the responsibilities
of both bicyclists and motorists, promoting a “share the
road” culture, and providing education and training on the
safe operation of a bicycle in traffic.

The City of Grand Rapids, through the help of a federal
grant sponsored by the Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT), partnered with Güd Marketing to
study, develop and implement a bicycle safety education
campaign that would educate both motorists and bicyclists
about this new infrastructure and the new bike laws. The
goals for this campaign were to create a foundation for
a long-term education program by increasing knowledge

						

This was a truly communitywide effort involving the
assembly of a steering committee of community
stakeholders representing local governments, road
agencies, academia, public schools, business, nonprofit
organizations, health care organizations, biking advocacy
groups, bicycle shops, neighborhood associations and
private driver training education companies. Including
experts from many areas helps provide a solid foundation,
and the amount of engagement from the Grand Rapids
community was a key factor in successfully setting the
course for this entire campaign.

This playbook, which was developed as part of that
effort, aims to assist other municipalities or organizations
with implementing a program of their own by providing
guidance for moving through the process. From crash
data analysis to implementing ordinance changes,
from identifying partners and audiences to executing
a marketing plan, as well as evaluating successes and
opportunities for continued efforts, this playbook will give
you the information you need to start your own program.
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Introductory Comments From MDOT
The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) is
proud to partner with the City of Grand Rapids on this
innovative project. MDOT eagerly supported this federal
Transportation Enhancement (TE) grant request from
the city, recognizing an increase in the use of bicycles
for transportation,
recreation and health.
Furthermore, bicycle
crash statistics
reveal that crashes
and fatalities have held steady or increased in many
communities over the last decade, while overall motor
vehicle crashes have gone down. This reinforced the
need for a far-reaching safety initiative that may be
a model for other communities. The City of Grand
Rapids led the day-to-day aspects of implementing
this project, with MDOT providing input and contract
oversight of the TE grant.
MDOT’s mission is “Providing the highest quality integrated
transportation services for economic benefit and improved
quality of life.” MDOT applies this mission to infrastructure
projects as well as to all programs the department
oversees, including the distribution of grant funding. The
agency takes pride in assisting local communities with
guidance and projects that can improve the safety of
all roadway users in Michigan and supports expanding
multi-modal transportation where appropriate. Engineering
solutions alone are not enough to reverse the unsettling
bicycle crash trends; educating bicyclists and motor
vehicle drivers about the rules of the road, plus increasing
awareness of possible crash scenarios, is important to
improving roadway safety for all users.

						

While TE funds are no longer available to support
research and broad-scale educational campaigns like
the Driving Change campaign, MDOT encourages local
agencies to seek other funding sources to implement
a similar educational campaign in order to attain the
improved awareness and reduction in serious injuries
from crashes demonstrated as part of this project.
We encourage communities, metropolitan planning
organizations, nonprofit groups and others to utilize
this playbook to understand how to focus local research
efforts to ensure delivery of the right messages to
the right target audiences at the right times, and then
execute that planned campaign.
Delivering a successful campaign and fostering meaningful
behavior change among bicyclists and motorists takes
time and must be addressed on many levels. This requires
broad stakeholder engagement and an understanding of
the community and the context of the motor vehicle/bicycle
crash history, including high-probability crash scenarios.
Implementing an effort similar to Driving Change may require
an organization to engage experts not only in the field of
crash investigation and analysis but also in marketing and
behavior change. Additionally, changes to local ordinances,
advances in bicycle infrastructure networks and larger
organizational support at many levels will be critical to
making progress in reducing crashes and crash severity.
This playbook was created to address only one element of
this multipronged effort: education! It is designed to outline
the steps that interested agencies and organizations should
pursue and understand when considering a similar project
in their community or region.
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Efforts That Are Critical to Success
Throughout the planning and execution of the Driving Change campaign,
several items were identified that were critical to its success. No matter the
resources available, the following recommendations should be implemented
to give a similar campaign the best chance for success.

1

Engage the Community
Traffic safety affects a wide variety of people and entities in a community – city planning, traffic engineering, law enforcement,
schools, health departments and hospitals, neighborhood associations, local businesses and more. Bringing a coalition of
different groups and people together will strengthen the community’s overall commitment to fixing the problem and supporting a
public campaign.
Driving Change engaged a diverse steering committee of more than 40 partners from businesses and agencies across the city,
representing the entire community and bringing differing perspectives. The steering committee met regularly to review progress
throughout the development of this initiative and was critical to helping spread the message once it came time for the public
education phase. Assembling a steering committee is highly recommended to help guide this process in your community.
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2

Prioritize Your Goals
Do you first try to educate all road users or focus on at-risk populations? Allocate available resources
(time, money, focus, etc.) to a limited number of goals to have the biggest impact and success. Spreading
resources thinly across many objectives will hinder success in meeting all goals and solving problems.

3

Evaluate Results
Define success at the beginning of the project and understand how to measure it. Is it a reduction of
crashes? Or is it a survey showing higher awareness of the rules of the road? Is it news coverage at events?
You will want to understand your goal and determine the best way to measure that goal before you begin.

4

Sustained Efforts
Changing behavior or beliefs is a long-range effort. No one message or campaign can accomplish longterm change by itself. Whenever possible, plan your efforts to be sustainable for multi-year messages that
continue to reach your critical audiences with your most important messages. Repetition is key to making a
lasting impression.

5

Integrated Communications
Integration works to elevate the effectiveness of paid, earned and owned media by creating a unified
voice at every touch point for the consumer, strengthening your message and ensuring the message has a
better chance of taking hold. The key to a successfully integrated campaign lies in preparation, homework
and planning. The more you can coordinate all your efforts to work together, and reach people in multiple
channels, the bigger impact your campaign will have.
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Developing a Campaign

result in success. It is important to follow a disciplined process
to find what is right for your community. This phase consists of
the following key action steps.

The Study Phase

The initial study phase lays the foundation for the communications
campaign. In order to reduce the total number of bicycle crashes
and fatalities, it is critical to understand very clearly the issue at
hand – through deep analysis of the crash data, definition of priority
audiences and the level of knowledge they have, and need regarding
bicycle safety. This information guides the development of strategies
to influence and sustain behavior change.

The ultimate goal of the Driving
Change initiative was simple:
Change behavior to save lives.
Simple – but not easy. Sustained behavior change takes time.
Although one single campaign may raise awareness, may impact
knowledge of rules or laws, and may even influence short-term
behavior modifications, long-term behavior change requires more.
Sustained behavior change is achieved not only through awareness
and knowledge but also through a change in mindset – a disruption
to the current way of thinking. People must see the value of
changing behavior and the positive results that support a new way
of thinking and doing.
The study phase was critical to this effort. Even where there
is a great deal of existing data about bicyclists and motorists,
their attitudes and behaviors, and other successful safety efforts
throughout the world, what is unknown is how the data can be
applied to your effort or, in this case, to Grand Rapids. Every
community is unique – a one-size-fits-all approach will not
						

Bicycle Crash Analysis

In order to understand where to start, it is critical to first identify
the problem. To develop a successful communications effort,
the problem needs to be understood more deeply. An analysis of
crash data is crucial to setting up for success. Consult your local
governing body for publicly available crash data. In Michigan,
https://www.michigantrafficcrashfacts.org/ catalogs crash data for
research and analysis.
Key questions that should be understood:
• Who is involved in crashes: age, gender, vehicle type, etc.?
• Where are these crashes occurring: intersections, stop signs,
midblock, etc.?
• Where are the high-crash locations: certain corridors,
intersections?
• Why are these crashes occurring: weather, nighttime visibility,
rule violations, etc.?
The crash data may indicate a number of problems:
• Infrastructure issues: poorly lit intersections, etc.
• Lack of knowledge or compliance: not stopping at
intersections, riding on the sidewalks or motorists turning
without looking for bicyclists, etc.
• At-risk populations: certain demographic or geographic areas
may experience a high rate of crashes and injuries.
The strategy for tackling each of the problems is likely different;
infrastructure changes require support and action by the local
government and road agencies, while messaging to a specific
population is very different from educating a whole community.
Determining which approach is best to address your needs up front
will save time, resources and money.
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Review of Existing Programs,
Activities and Communications

In this step, the study team explored best practices in methods,
tools and effectiveness of existing programs. They cataloged the
audiences, strategies, tools and messaging to inform the next
phases of development, implementation and evaluation. A multitude
of items explored through secondary research helped guide the
development and coordination of the Driving Change initiative.

1. Bicycle Ordinances

The team reviewed bicycle ordinances for each of the nine
municipalities within Greater Grand Rapids. Reviewing
transportation-related ordinances benefits the study area by
auditing the bicycle friendliness of each jurisdiction’s rules
governing bicycle travel.
There are several benefits of reviewing existing policy:
• Policy plays a large role in keeping vulnerable road users safe.
• Standardized policy across a region is more “user-friendly”
for bicyclists and law enforcement.
• Standardized policy also allows for more streamlined
education and enforcement efforts.
The team specifically reviewed relevant ordinances based on
the following criteria:
• Is the existing policy likely to produce increased risk or harm
to bicyclists?
• Does the existing policy hamper efforts to promote bicycle
usage?
• Does the policy follow current engineering, planning and
design terminology and best practices?
• Is the policy especially arduous or time-consuming for the
agency to enforce?
The data armed the team with information and insights to:
• Recommend changes to existing ordinances to make the
roads safer and make the “rules of the road” clearer to the
general public.
• Provide guidance for developing policies on a regional scale
that may later cover an entire state.
• Give the community something “new” to talk about and
ultimately helped reduce confusion, increase knowledge and
better promote compliance with roadway laws.

2. Bicycle Safety Education Programs and Curricula
Bicycle education programs are designed to increase bicycle safety
by improving the skills of bicyclists. The difficulties faced in helping
people develop new skills and knowledge stem from the wide range
of age groups that require this training and the necessity to tailor
the programs to each one. In this stage, existing programs and
communications administered by other communities were reviewed
to learn best practices in methods, tools and effectiveness.

						

There's no reason to “reinvent the wheel” if programs and tools
already in place have proven success.
The team reviewed leading bicycle safety education curricula
using a methodology called the Bicycle Curriculum Assessment
Tool (BiCAT). The BiCAT method helps compare bicycle education
resources. Materials were reviewed from:
• The League of American Bicyclists (LAB)
• The League of Illinois Bicyclists (LIB)
• The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
• The UK Department for Transport
• Cycling Canada
All materials were scored by accuracy, acceptability, feasibility,
affordability, curriculum design, learning objectives, facilitator
guidance, instructional strategies and materials, teaching skills and
participant assessments. This information was utilized to determine
whether and how bicycle training curricula would be employed for
this effort.
The LAB curriculum was ultimately identified as most appropriate
for this initiative. LAB’s Smart Cycling 101 program was chosen to
teach bike safety classes in the implementation phase.

3. Communications Campaign Scan

The team also conducted an exhaustive search of existing bicycle
safety awareness and education campaigns across the United
States and abroad to evaluate success and to inform further
campaign research. The campaign scan included an audit and
review of 61 media campaigns and 100 media pieces, as well as
an overview of the following campaign elements:
• Target audiences
• Demographics: age, race, gender
• Type of road users targeted: bicyclists, adult drivers, young
drivers, etc.
• Message strategy: awareness, education, enforcement
• Tonality: fear, humor, empathy, emotional, informational
• Creative tactics and materials: TV, billboards, posters, stickers,
radio, events, grassroots, etc.
• Partnerships: public and private entities helping to extend the
reach of messaging in a cost-effective and efficient manner
• Evidence of effectiveness
This study task was invaluable to the overall effort. It provided
samples of communication materials used to test the response of the
Grand Rapids community for reactions to and preferences in various
messaging strategies. The message testing, which is discussed in
the next section, helped select and prioritize audiences (bicyclists and
motorists), inform campaign strategy (awareness, education, training,
enforcement) and develop appropriate campaign tonality for the
Greater Grand Rapids audience. You and your team may find different
types of advertisements are perceived differently based on the target
community’s unique demographic makeup.
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Understand Community Attitudes
and Knowledge

Crafting a successful communications campaign requires more
than just understanding the crash data. Understanding the target
audience is key to achieving success. This integral step allows
your project to uncover ideas and issues that may not have been
considered but are important to the people who need to be reached.
There are a variety of ways to engage the community in the
planning process, including:
• Focus groups
• Community meetings
• Community and law enforcement officer surveys
						

Each method has strengths and weaknesses. Focus groups
allow deep conversations but with only a small group of people.
Community meetings allow for open discussion of an issue but
are prone to engaging only the most vocal community members.
Community surveys capture a lot of opinions but do not allow for
follow-up discussion.
Understanding the project’s goals and objectives can guide the
best way to gather community feedback. For example, a campaign
targeting high-risk bicyclists would lend itself to a focus group
comprising those bicyclists, while a general public education
campaign would pair best with a survey to capture the widest
variety of participants.
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The Grand Rapids effort used an online community survey, law
enforcement officer survey and focus groups. The surveys allowed
for better understanding of motorists and bicyclists by asking
questions that covered:
• Knowledge of rules for both motorists and bicyclists
• Perceived problems on the road for both groups
• Beliefs about the bicycle friendliness of Greater Grand Rapids
• Behavior of bicyclists and motorists on the road
• Reactions to existing bicycle communication campaigns from
other cities
After the survey, focus groups were conducted with both
bicyclists with motorists to deepen understanding. The groups
discussed issues facing Greater Grand Rapids, their beliefs about
solutions and their reactions to various bicycle safety campaigns.
Community research helps the team understand the audience
mindset to develop the most meaningful campaign theme and
messages to attract, inform, engage and encourage them to care.
Note: A community survey administered during the study phase
may also double as a precampaign survey to use as part of the
campaign evaluation, if desired. The Driving Change bicycle
project did not use the community survey as an evaluative tool.
Instead, two surveys were administered: one for community
feedback and another, more rigorous survey to accurately
sample the Grand Rapids community, with the latter serving
as a precampaign evaluation.

The comprehensive research conducted in the study phase served
as the foundation for our campaign and provided critical information
needed to move forward into the development stage, including:
• Definition of program goals and objectives
• Definition of key target audiences
• Understanding of audience knowledge of rules of the road
• Best practices of bicycle safety education programs
and ordinances
• Performance criteria against which the program would
be measured
• Messaging direction
• Tonality of the message and language that would be most
successful in influencing the target audience
The study phase contained many deliverables in the form of
recommendations – new ordinances, curricula for bicycle safety
training – and reports on best practices in bicycle safety. Other
deliverables included findings from community research. The key
deliverable from the research phase, however, was a creative
brief that outlined these items in succinct fashion to help guide
development of the campaign and move the project forward.
Ultimately, the creative brief drives the messaging and visual
elements that will be deployed in your community.

GRAND RAPIDS BICYCLE SAFETY
SAMPLE CREATIVE BRIEF
BACKGROUND
Explain the current situation and problem the campaign is trying to solve.

GOALS
Outline the goals for the campaign. Are you aiming to reduce crashes? See an increase in understanding of a new law?
What do you hope are the results of your effort?

COMMUNICATIONS GOALS
What are the goals of your communications? Build awareness? Educate? Change attitudes?

AUDIENCES
Who is your campaign talking to? Provide as much detailed information as possible, including age, gender, geography,
behavioral characteristics, etc. Campaigns may have primary and secondary audiences if unique messages or tactics are
needed to reach different populations.

GRAND RAPIDS BICYCLE SAFETY CAMPAIGN

–

Pre/Post-Campaign Research Report

MESSAGING

Prioritize the information you want your audience to receive.

November 2016

METRICS OF SUCCESS

CITY OF GRAND RAPIDS BICYCLE SAFETY
EDUCATION PROJECT
STUDY PHASE REPORT

How will you measure the success of this campaign?

CREATIVE DELIVERABLES
•

Based on the media recommendations, what types of creative materials will you need to develop? TV? Radio, Outdoor
boards, etc

Alta Planning + Design
Grand Rapids, MI
DRAFT - 2015

›› See appendix for the Driving
Change study phase report

						

›› See appendix for a sample
creative brief
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The Development Phase

GRAND RAPIDS BICYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION PROJECT
COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN STRATEGY WORK PLAN
COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY

BUILD PUBLIC AWARENESS

The first step of the development phase is to use the information
identified in the study phase to refine the scope of the project.
This is another key phase where the steering committee should be
engaged in reviewing all the key findings and learned information
from the study phase and agree on any changes in scope. Every
campaign will have a different hierarchy of needs based on the
goals and community audiences it is trying to reach. But, in all
cases, it is important to use the findings from the study phase to
determine the main message and tonality that would appeal to the
audience, use language relevant to the audience and deliver a clear
call to action.
The steering committee must work to:
• Define the goals and objectives of the communications
• Prioritize audience(s)
• Identify geographic opportunities based on crash data, audience
definition, ordinance messages
• Secure/solidify budgets for development and implementation
Goal Alignment
This is the most critical step in the process. The team members must
all align on the strategic direction of the effort to ensure ultimate
success. The result does not need to be a formal plan but does need
to ensure agreement on the elements that form the communications
strategy and guide the development of materials for execution. A
sample plan can be found in the appendix.

Strategy, Goals and Objectives

Once the problems unique to your community are identified through
research, begin setting and prioritizing goals that will determine how
best to reach target audiences while planning and executing a public
relations campaign.
The Driving Change project recommended allocating available resources
to a limited number of goals in order to have the biggest impact and
success. Spreading resources across too many objectives can hinder
success in meeting all goals and solving problems. If it is possible to
sustain a multiyear campaign, map out subsequent years’ goals in the
initial planning phase so the campaign is always looking forward to
accomplishing future goals.
A campaign’s objectives will define how the team meets the goals that
have been set for the campaign. In the case of Driving Change,
the objectives were:
• To improve awareness and increase knowledge of laws and new
ordinances among bicyclists and motorists.
• To improve awareness and understanding of street infrastructure
changes, such as bicycle lanes and shared lane markings
(sharrows), among bicyclists and motorists.
• To educate drivers and bicyclists of ways to prevent crashes in
areas with the highest crash rates, with a particular focus on
18- to 24-year-old males.

						

POSSIBLE TACTICS
AWARENESS: “SEE”

AWARENESS

» Outdoor: Bulletins, posters, mobile, transit, bus shelters,
kiosks (high-crash corridors, intersections a priority)
» Radio: Targeted spot buy, traffic report sponsorships,
interviews/segments
» Grassroots: High-profile on-the-ground activities
» Collateral to support campaign launch/grassroots efforts:
Bumper stickers, bike/car flags, bike seat wraps, T-shirts
» Public Relations: Outreach and engagement

» Foundation for all messages
» Bicycle-friendly
» Inclusion: Rights and rules
» Goal: Behavior change, culture shift

PROMOTE TARGETED EDUCATION

EDUCATION

EDUCATION: “THINK”
» Website: Campaign landing page
» Digital presence: Geo and behaviorally targeted
display ads, preroll video, Pandora
» Paid social: Facebook, Twitter, blogs, Pinterest
» Collateral: Posters, brochures, law enforcement cards
» Public Relations: Outreach and engagement

» Motorists and bicyclists
» Diverse age, gender, behavior, knowledge, attitudes, perceptions
» Improve awareness of rules and encourage compliance
» Usage of bike infrastructure, safety, rules, actions to take

MOBILIZATION
MOBILIZATION: “DO”

LEVERAGE ADVOCATES

» Organic Social: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
» Community partnerships
» Law enforcement activity/engagement
» Events

» Extend reach, frequency, duration of campaign
» Mobilize grassroots efforts
» Build alliances through partnerships
» Unite all audiences with consistent message

MEDIA REQUIREMENTS
» The longer and more intense a campaign, the greater the possibility for
behavior change
-Minimum 75% reach (% of population exposed to message)
-Minimum 7 frequency (# of times message must be seen)
-Minimum campaign duration: 5 months (April–August 2016)
-Consider long-term plan for sustained market presence to create lasting behavior
change, promote culture shift
» Messaging is absolutely critical
» The right message to the right person in the right place at the right time

BUDGET ESTIMATES
BUDGET ESTIMATES*

MINIMUM

NEXT STEPS
OPTIMUM

Awareness (65%)

$215,000

$305,000

Education (25%)

$82,000

$118,000

Mobilization (10%)

$33,000

$47,000

Total

$330,000

$470,000

» Budget allocation
» Message development
» Detailed media schedule

*Includes placement, development, implementation

›› See appendix for campaign
strategy work plan

Messaging and
Creative Development

Throughout this process, tasks may require skills that aren’t available
within the existing team. It is critical to understand where those tasks
lie and to bring in partners with specialized skills to help you meet
your goals. Campaign development is often one of the areas in which
utilizing one or more consultants is recommended.
Translating the knowledge gained in the study phase into actual
messages, visuals and final executions is a rigorous and often
challenging yet essential process. Campaigns start with the overall
idea, or theme, that can be expressed through many different methods
based on the media that will be used to deliver those messages.
In Grand Rapids, the campaign theme needed to meet these criteria:
• Speaks to both motorists and bicyclists about their behavior
on the road.
• Encourages all road users to improve behavior and knowledge
rather than blaming or emphasizing one group over the other for
changes.
• Represents the variety of bicyclists and motorists found in
Greater Grand Rapids, from frequent riders, such as commuters,
to casual riders, such as families or recreational riders.
• Provides simple, clear and direct messaging on “rules of the
road” for all users.
• Is memorable.
As the development team took all this information into account, they were
able to first create a logo and the theme of Driving Change. The logo is the
one visual element that will be consistent and recognizable throughout
the campaign and that will tie every aspect together. In the case of Driving
Change, the logo expresses one of the key goals with the combination
of the bicycle wheel with the vehicle wheel, encouraging motorists and
bicyclists to come together to create change.
Before developing any creative tactics, such as a TV spot or print ad, the
team will need to know where the messages will be placed. Creation of a
detailed paid media plan is necessary to define the deliverables.
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Education

A key element for the Driving Change campaign was education,
and one goal was to provide training for bicyclists to help ensure
they know the rules of the road. The Greater Grand Rapids Bicycle
Coalition (GGRBC) was the education partner for Driving Change. After
researching different bicycle education programs, it was decided that
the League of American Bicyclists (LAB) Safe Cycling program would
be used. The LAB is a nationally recognized organization that has a
strong program with more than 5,000 trained instructors throughout
the country. Class materials for short and long courses and a training
seminar for League Cycling Instructors (LCI) already existed, making
the program easy to implement.
When recruiting individuals to become LCIs, the Driving Change team
decided to train as many as possible so there would be plenty of
instructors available to teach classes. Through the Driving Change
campaign the team was able to sponsor instructors, paying for their
training in exchange for their teaching a set number of hours of classes
during the following year. People recruited were involved in some way
with the Grand Rapids bicycle community: city staff, advocates, bike
shop employees, etc. During recruiting, it is important to consider
the target audiences in your community and recruit individuals to fill
different cultural and/or language sectors.

						

The LAB Smart Cycling program uses a two-step process to educate
LCIs. First, prospective LCIs must complete the Traffic Skills 101 class
they will be trained to teach, and then complete a 20-hour train-thetrainer seminar. LCI training seminars are regularly scheduled around
the country and can be found on the LAB website: www.bikeleague.
org. GGRBC had enough LCIs being trained that it was more effective to
bring a trainer to the city. Staff at the LAB can help make connections
with a trainer for the LCI training seminar.
Once LCIs are trained they can teach the daylong Smart Cycling
course in the community. For this campaign, there was a desire to
have shorter classes to accommodate a wider range of skill and
interest levels, so the LCIs worked together to create additional
curriculum, which was used for community events and “lunch and
learn” sessions at businesses. Many resources, like slide shows
and handouts, can be downloaded from the LAB website. Teaching
materials, including workbooks for Traffic Skills 101 and “Quick
Guides” for shorter classes and distribution at events, are available for
purchase through the LAB website.
GGRBC scheduled monthly Traffic Skills 101 classes throughout the
warmer months and advertised classes through social media, local
bike shops and community calendars. Through feedback, they found
that having the Traffic Skills 101 course as a full day prevented some
people from being able to participate.
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GRAND RAPIDS BICYCLE SAFETY EDUCATION

MARKETING PLAN
PROJECT GOALS

Paid Media

Create foundation, guide for long-term education program

•

Reduce bicycle crashes and fatalities
Increase knowledge of the responsibilities of bicyclists and motorists
Build respect between bicyclists and motorists

•

Promote a “share the road” culture

•

CONFUSION ABOUT NEW BICYCLE ACTIVITIES IN GR. Motorists are unclear
about infrastructure/ordinance changes and how they should affect driving behavior.

•

MOTORISTS DO NOT KNOW THE RULES OF THE ROAD FOR BICYCLISTS.
Knowledge of rules and common courtesies when sharing the road with bicyclists is
severely lacking.

There are several important points to consider as
you explore your media options:

• Multiple Delivery Channels: There is no one “silver bullet”
solution. Research shows that using multiple delivery points to
disseminate consistent messages increases audience exposure
and improves the likelihood of success. Broad-reaching
messages (TV, billboards, radio), coupled with highly targeted
tactics (cross-platform digital, social, digital music and video
streaming) working in tandem will have the best opportunity to
create the intended campaign results.
• Out-of-Home: The more closely you can reach your
audiences while they are engaging in the activity you seek to
educate them about (i.e., driving, biking, etc.) the greater the
resonance of that message. Therefore, consider out-of-home
tactics that reach people while they are driving or bicycling,
such as outdoor (billboards) and radio.
• Objective Audience Analysis: The numerous tools used in
audience analytics provide data regarding media consumption
of specific audiences. Consult and rely on the information
gathered by these tools as a guide to selecting tactics and
strategies. It is essential that personal media consumption
habits don’t influence the team’s perspectives when planning
for broader audiences.
• Key Performance Indicators (KPIs): Set media goals before
the campaign starts. For example, the goal for the Grand Rapids
campaign was maximum campaign impressions. Other KPIs
(clicks to website, social engagement, etc.) were measured,
but the primary determination of media success was maximum
campaign reach and frequency for the most efficient cost per
thousand (CPM). Setting goals up front will help drive final
selection of tactics.

Once a paid media strategy has been identified, the next step is to place
or purchase media for implementation of the marketing campaign.

•

EDUCATION

Educate about key rules to encourage safe driving/riding behavior
Arm partners with consistent messages to build mutual respect and to extend campaign efforts

MEDIA STRATEGY

BICYCLISTS DON’T FOLLOW THE RULES. Perception is that bicyclists do not ride
in a consistent and predictable way. Even bicyclists are frustrated by actions of other
bicyclists because they know actions of a few fuel a lack of respect.
THERE IS HOPE FOR HARMONY. Community believes “bikes and cars can do
better together.”

•

EVERYBODY IS A “DRIVER.” Motorists rallied around idea that bicyclists are just
“drivers” in a different vehicle. Bicyclists took away that they needed to “act like
a vehicle.”

•

“SHARE THE ROAD” IS NOT ENOUGH. It is too vague, accusatory. Belief that “I
already do share.” Need to give more direction of specific rules, behavior.
BE INCLUSIVE. Do not blame or single out one audience. Must break down the
motorist vs. bicyclist mentality. Equal rights, equal responsibilities.

AUDIENCES • PRIMARY

Build awareness of the shared rights and responsibilities of all “drivers” to ensure safety on the roads of Grand Rapids

•
•

MOBILIZATION

•

•

AWARENESS

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
•

•
•

KEY RESEARCH FINDINGS

Upon alignment on foundational direction, work with your project team/
marketing agency to draft a strategic plan that details which paid
media communication strategies and tactics will be best to reach your
audience(s). Budget constraints and individual markets may limit what
types of communication can be utilized, but examples of tactics for
consideration are as follows:
• Traditional media, such as TV, radio, outdoor, cinema.
• Digital media, such as pre-roll videos, rich media, digital display,
search engine optimization.
• Social media planning, both organic and paid consideration.
• Earned media, such as public and media relations.
• Grassroots outreach, including events, partnerships and collateral
distribution.
• In-market timing. Determining the best time of year to deliver
your message and reach your audience is critical to getting the
most out of your media placements.

						

•

SECONDARY

•

Campaign launch in May with heavy market-saturation media blitz (May 8–21)

•

Capitalize on multiple touch points following campaign launch to provide

•

Second blitz campaign in July (July 10–23) to optimize and extend campaign
reach and frequency

GRASSROOTS
•

Campaign launch event in May

•

Leverage media, community partners and advocates for event
presence throughout the summer

•

sustained market presence

Distribution of campaign toolkit to businesses (city bars, bicycle
shops, auto body shops, etc.)

PUBLIC RELATIONS
•

Pre-campaign

MEDIA VEHICLES

› Enlist engagement of city, civic, neighborhood organizations,
community groups with “Road Show” briefing of crash data,
campaign plans, opportunities for campaign engagement

Selection of campaign concept will provide additional opportunities for strategic media placement.

› Build partnerships for message delivery

TELEVISION

› Develop toolkit of messages (articles, e-blast/newsletter

content) and materials (FAQs, fliers, posters, social posts) for
partner distribution

May: High-profile advertising to support campaign launch

› 30-second spots in prime time, season finale

•

episodes, local news

Campaign launch

› Conduct media event with city leaders, law enforcement, local

› Reach 90% of the population 7+ times

health/safety/community partners

July: TV more sporadic, capitalize on live sports, cable, news

•

Campaign extension

› Participation in partner events (helmet fittings, bike-to-work

BILLBOARDS
•

High-profile billboards along major travel ways and innovative
poster placements on side city streets. Billboards reach people
out of home and on the go.

TRANSIT MEDIA
•

day, active commute week, back-to-school bike safety, etc.)

Partnership with The Rapid for back-of-bus advertising to reach
a captive driving audience and front-of-bus bike rack advertising
for captive bicycle riders

LOCATIONS

GREATER GR AND
R APIDS AREA

•

Partnership with iHeartRadio for 30-second radio ad placement
across the top radio stations. On-the-ground campaign extension
through radio partnership in some of Grand Rapids’ hottest events.

INVESTMENT

• 90% reach
• 7+ frequency

13%

RADIO

GR ASSROOTS
OCEANA
NEWAYGO
MONTCALM

12%

28%
BILLBOARDS

PUBLIC RELATIONS

MUSKEGON

MOTORISTS

BICYCLISTS

•

•

Male/Female

•

18–64

•

Wide geographic footprint

•

Targeted to high-risk audiences

Male (80% of bicyclists involved in crashes)

› Young men, 13–24
› Hispanic population

•

Young riders significantly less likely to
observe safety measures

•

Frequent riders: Ride more often, higher risk
of injury

•

City streets

KENT

PAID SOCIAL AND DIGITAL
•

Targeted messaging through paid social ads on Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram

•

Dynamic video ads on top-ranked and trusted digital sources
such as MLive, WoodTV, WZZM

•

Drive to website and encourage sharing of campaign messages

3%

31%
TELEVISION
OTTAWA

IONIA

6%
7%

TR ANSIT
MEDIA

R ADIO
ALLEGAN

BARRY

PAID SOCIAL &
DIGITAL

›› See appendix for sample
Marketing plan

Before placing media, consider these strategies
for getting the most out of the investment:

• Engage partners rather than simply place orders: Media
partners are members of the community who will be impacted
by the positive effects of a successful campaign. They, too, are
motorists and cyclists and have loved ones they wish to protect.
Involve these key partners in the creation of the media plan.
Meet in person to discuss the important campaign goals and
overall community impact in an effort to earn consideration as
a public service announcement (PSA) campaign versus a paid
media campaign.
• Consider exclusive partners: Broadcast media partners (radio
and TV) will provide more bonus ad placements if they are given
an exclusive opportunity to represent the campaign for their
medium (one TV partner, one radio partner, etc.) Review Nielsen
rankings for stations relevant to the target audience. If there are
multiple choices with similar audience reach, put the request out
to multiple stations and allow them to compete for your business.
• Negotiate for value-added and bonus placements: During
the initial rounds of negotiation, secure the foundational media
weight goals. Once the investment amount and core media
inventory are in place, continue to negotiate for additional valueadded and bonus placements until the media team is confident
they have reached each contract’s maximum potential.
The first type of value-added placement to consider is additional
inventory, similar in kind and quality to the core contract. This
will include additional spots/ad placements, improved dayparts
and campaign date extensions.
As a final round of negotiation, seek opportunities for additional
campaign exposure across all possible platforms offered by a
media partner. Some of these will be nontraditional, grassroots
types of opportunities. For example, broadcast stations also
manage events, digital newsletters, social media assets, etc.
While the paid media objective may be broadcast TV, it may
be possible to extend the value of the overall media plan by
obtaining value-added placement in each asset available.
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• Utilize media planning tools: Online media planning tools (e.g.,
STRATA and SQAD) provide greater transparency for the values and
impacts of the funds invested. Understand that the investments are
being made and evaluated on reach of an audience, not a number of
spots/ads.
For example, 300 TV ads may not be as valuable as 30 TV ads
if those 300 ads run in the middle of the night or at other low
viewership times. Keep in mind that not all ad placements are
created equal. Media planning and valuation software provides
analytical data to ensure that your team is making an educated
investment of media dollars.
• Make data-driven decisions: As active members in your own
community, you may have existing relationships and friends in
the media business. As a consumer, you also have an opinion
and bias for the most effective media types. Use caution when
selecting media tactics and partners. It’s important that you remain
laser-focused on key audience findings and data-driven audience
analytics tools; allocate your overall media investment accordingly.
• Actively participate in ongoing media reconciliation: After the
media buy is placed and while it is running, stay in close contact
with vendors to ensure that schedules run as ordered. Request

						

proof of performance throughout. Examples include screenshots
for web placements, tear sheets for print placements, photo
sheets for outdoor, air checks for radio, etc., to validate that the
advertisements are running correctly.

!

Note: While negotiating media and considering
any “extras” or “value adds,” be sure that your
development budget has room for additional asset
creation. If it doesn’t, all of your wise negotiating will
be wasted on placements you can’t deliver!

Once you know all the media placements that are included in
your negotiated plan, you can begin identifying the creative
needs that will fulfill those placements. Depending on the reach
and frequency of your media buy, you may consider multiple
executions to deliver multiple messages or rotate messages
to keep things fresh. The Driving Change initiative focused on
the key rules that needed to be delivered and then developed
executions for each of those messages.
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The Implementation Phase
Launching a Campaign

Once a media buy has been initiated, but before launching the
campaign, it is critical to have a game plan on how the agency
or organization will handle media inquiries and questions from
the public. Public relations (PR) is a two-way effort, helping
to bring the community and stakeholders together to create
an ongoing dialogue that can lead to mutual understanding
and a shared outcome. From this dialogue, the most targeted
messaging develops. Public relations serves as a critical spoke
in the wheel of communications planning and alignment in
awareness and education.

1

2

Public Relations

Traffic safety affects a wide variety of people and entities
within a community – elected officials, city planning, traffic
safety engineering, law enforcement, schools, health
departments and hospitals, neighborhood associations,
local businesses and more. Bringing together a steering
committee of different groups and people will strengthen the
community’s overall commitment to fixing the problem and
actively engaging in a public awareness campaign.

						

3
Driving Change: Playbook

Inform the city commission or local governing
board, and invite major community leaders to
learn the results of the bicycle crash safety study,
the public attitudes and awareness study. Engage
city officials in a major announcement of the
research results and inform them about the plans
for outreach to bicyclists and motorists.

Enlist the engagement and support of all city
organizations involved with bicycling and driving.
These organizations can help share information
concerning safe bicycling ordinances and how
changes to road infrastructure affect pedestrians,
bicyclists and motorists.

Announce the initiative through a major public
event with law enforcement, city officials and
neighborhood and community leaders to kick off
the campaign.
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The Evaluation Phase

Campaign Completion Report

GRAND RAPIDS BICYCLE SAFETY
PROJECT GOALS
» Create foundation, guide for long-term education program

To prove success, it is critical to be able to demonstrate an impact.
While long-term success will be driven by a reduction in the total
number of crashes and fatalities, short-term metrics can evaluate
initial campaign effectiveness.

» Reduce bicycle crashes and fatalities
» Increase knowledge of the responsibilities of bicyclists
and motorists

						

RADIO

SOCIAL (Facebook/Instagram)

1,811,100 IMPRESSIONS

PAID SOCIAL: 561,689 impressions

30-second radio ads plus 15-second traffic report sponsorship messages
and public broadcast announcements during each two-week flight

OUTDOOR

ADDED VALUE:

20,960,166 IMPRESSIONS

» Build respect between bicyclists and motorists
» Promote a “share the road” culture

ADDED VALUE: 548 override days

» “West Michigan’s Weekend” on WOOD Radio podcast interview with
Suzanne Schulz on July 29
» Re-aired on BREW 101.3FM, WBCT 93.7FM, WSNX 104.5FM, WTKG
1230AM, WOOD 1300AM/106.9FM, STAR 105.7FM, ESPN 96.1FM
» Booth presence at Taste of Grand Rapids

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
» Educate about key rules to encourage safe driving and
riding behavior
» Arm partners with consistent messages to extend
campaign efforts

» Total engagement: 71,289 (56,553 video views, 14,190 website clicks,
320 likes, 140 shares, 86 comments)
» Spanish-language targeting added for flight 2; resulted in high
engagement and website click-thrus

ORGANIC SOCIAL:
» Peak total reach: 4,736
» 462 page likes, 583 shares
» Largest audience: adults 25-34, 51% female/49% male

WEBSITE

» Build awareness of the shared rights and responsibilities
of all “drivers”

GRDRIVINGCHANGE.ORG

TV
3,096,511 IMPRESSIONS
» 1,361 30-second TV spots
» Local news, DVR-proof prime programming and season finales

RESULTS

The Driving Change campaign drove
significant increases in awareness,
knowledge and beliefs including:

+18% BELIEF THAT

+23% MOTORISTS REPORTING

Success for a communications campaign of this nature can be
tracked by looking back at the goals that were set at the beginning of
the project. Based on the goals, determine how the team will measure success. In the case of Driving Change, the goals were to see
a reduction in bicycle crashes and fatalities, increase knowledge of
the responsibilities of bicyclists and motorists, and build a culture of
respect in Grand Rapids.

You will also want to evaluate how your media performed throughout
the campaign. Ongoing analysis and optimization of media performance metrics ensures that you receive what you paid for and provides an opportunity to optimize the campaign throughout. Metrics to
evaluate depend on the media you choose. Sample short-term tracking
of real-time metrics for the Driving Change initiative included:
• Earned media hits, including how media was covering the topic
• Website traffic (e.g., unique visitors, time spent on site, bounce rate)

Flight Dates: 5/8-5/21, 7/10-7/23
Paid Media Investment: $119,743 net (+Spanish-language outreach)

Over 50 placements including a combination of
traditional billboards, side street bulletins and digital billboards

bicyclists and motorists are respectful
of each other’s rights to the road

Using the baseline survey at the beginning of the campaign, there
was a firm understanding of the level of knowledge among the public
in each of the rules that were promoted during the campaign, as well
as existing beliefs about motorists and bicyclists interactions on the
roadways. The follow-up post-campaign survey utilizing the same
questions and criteria tracked increases (or decreases) in knowledge,
shifts in attitudes and improvements in self-reported behavior. Ensuring
a representative sampling of the audience is key to measuring success
through survey research. Once you see how much or little some measurements changed, you may want to shift focus to different efforts in
subsequent campaign runs. For instance, if one message is not gaining
as much traction as you want, you may want to look at how the message is being delivered and change language or the tactic being used
based on others that are performing better.

PAID MEDIA SUMMARY

always give bicyclists 5ft of space when passing

+40% AWARENESS
of new 5ft passing rule

» WOOD-TV, WZZM, top-rated cable programming
(i.e., Detroit Tigers baseball on Fox Sports Detroit)

DIGITAL

ADDED VALUE:
» 500 30-second spots on WZZM Weather Channel
» 5-second news billboards on WOOD-TV (13.3 additional GRPs)
» 4-minute segment on “The Exchange”
» News story on “eightWest” online edition

campaign awareness

HULU: 221,709 impressions/video views
» Over 1,800 hours of viewership for the 30-second ad

ADDED VALUE: 2,768 added-value video impressions
THE RAPIDIAN: 94,480 impressions
» Digital display campaign; Place Matters sponsorship
» Average session duration: 1:20

» 20 transit tail display ads

ADDED VALUE: Charged for production only, 25% remain posted

ADDED VALUE: GRTV interview segment and article published
RAPID GROWTH MEDIA: 9,459 impressions

» 30-second TV ads displayed at 160 gas pumps located at
22 gas stations

ADDED VALUE: Overdelivered by 33%

» 1,608 impressions from website, 7,851 from Facebook
» 2 feature stories
As a ‘momcyclist’ I love having more (safer) avenues for getting around

MOBILE BILLBOARDS: 116,640 impressions

town. I do it to show my daughter where we live, to be physically active,

» 21 hours total road time

+32,786,000

» Sliding billboards, home page takeover, desktop
and mobile display ads, video preroll
» 841 click-thrus to website, 954 video views

5,476,968 IMPRESSIONS

GAS STATION TV: 320,328 impressions

+775% DRIVING CHANGE

MLIVE: 554,638 impressions

TRANSIT MEDIA
THE RAPID: 5,040,000 impressions

and because it’s more fun than driving a car most days. Hopefully

ADDED VALUE: 3 additional hours

some of these lanes can be extended, so that transportation is even
easier … because when a bike lane bruptly ends, it limits where I can
and can’t go (safely) as a cyclist with kids in tow!

campaign impressions

– Lynell Shooks Miller
Transit

Gas Station TV

SESSIONS: 10,246
USERS: 6,268

AVERAGE SESSION: 2:08
TOP REFERRAL SOURCES:

PAGE VIEWS: 18,320

1-Facebook, 2-WoodTV

880,286 IMPRESSIONS

SPANISH-LANGUAGE OUTREACH
81,368+ IMPRESSIONS
(radio not rated)

TIMING: 7/11-8/31
RADIO: La Mejor
» 143 30-second radio ads; 118 bonus spots!
» 4 Facebook posts; 8/22, 8/26, 8/29, 8/31

Social Post

PAID SOCIAL: Facebook
» Total engagements: 3,466
» Reach: 13,494 people

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Toolkit

» Distributed 4,000 bike lights and 200 advocacy toolkits
» Campaign launch news coverage picked up around the world
» News coverage and interviews with WOOD-TV, WZZM and GRTV
» Radio interviews on all major stations in West Michigan
» Featured news articles in Rapid Growth, The Rapidan and
Corp! Magazine
» Presentation and materials shown or distributed at
* 10+ neighborhood meetings
* Movies in the Park, Lids for Kids, National Night Out, Active
Commute Week, Taste of Grand Rapids and GRPS Back to
School Bash and more!

Mobile Billboard

›› See sample Campaign
Completion Report

• Media impressions (e.g., video views, video completion rate)
• Social engagement (e.g., likes, shares, video views)
Digital and social tactics should be monitored daily and optimized
throughout. Allow adequate time for each message and placement to
garner sufficient data prior to adjusting the campaign. For example,
after two weeks in market, if a key KPI for your campaign is clicks to
website, and pre-roll video is earning 75 percent of clicks to your website, you may want to consider shifting digital investment from display
ads or other digital tactics to increase frequency of video messages.
Paid media is often the largest part of the overall campaign investment.
As responsible stewards of this money, you must perform the essential
task of reporting all media placements and metrics. The type of metrics
will vary based on your unique campaign. Foundational campaign
report elements should include an executive summary, key findings,
future recommendations based on key findings and detailed media
metrics based on each media type executed.
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Press Event Checklist

Press events require a high degree of planning and outreach to get the most out of your efforts.
A checklist for planning your own event has been created for you.
The following detailed task outline is organized for a traditional press event:

 Event logistics
 Check for event conflicts
 Finalize date and time
 Secure and prepare event location, any technology needed
 Develop media/invitation lists
 Develop collateral plan (backdrops, banners, podiums, etc.)
 Produce and proof collateral plan
 Schedule setup, staffing and cleanup of event site
 Press kit
 Draft press release
 Draft talking points, backgrounders, FAQs, etc., as needed
 Provide graphics, photos and other assets
 Develop corresponding online support materials (e.g., website)
 Obtain approvals on all materials from client
 Event preparation
 Finalize and distribute press releases or invitations
 Produce collateral, such as brochures, posters, etc., if possible (see appendix)
 Make media calls and pitches to confirm attendance and coverage
 Provide spokesperson talking points and conduct rehearsal as needed
 Event execution
 Set up the event
 Provide media management and other staffing during the event
 Clean up event site
 Follow up
 Monitor coverage
 Report on results
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Tactics:
1. Briefing the city:
a. Prepare appropriate city administrators (heads of planning, city manager, etc.) with all elements of the
campaign to lead private briefings for city officials in advance of the city commission/city council hearing.
b. Engage top elected officials (mayors, state legislators, county board of commissioners in select target
audience-specific districts) to be supporting spokespeople.
c. Provide advance information in media kits for news media to highlight the presentation to be held before
the city commission. As an example, be prepared to have a city official who is well-versed in campaign
talking points conduct interviews with media at the most dangerous intersection identified in the research.
d. Engage “secondary supporters” from respected organizations such as local/regional chapters of AAA
Michigan and a bicyclist organization representative to serve as partners.
e. Have news and social media information ready to distribute to partners who are willing to help spread
your messages. Providing consistent messages to all outlets strengthens your message and reach.
f. Engage with city communications staff and ask them to provide social media support from the city website. Post a “Just the Facts” section of all key information to which to direct those who comment on news
and social media.
g. Have links on the city website to the new bicycle ordinances, the crash data and key messages from
the community perception research to highlight the interest in motorists and bicyclists seeking mutual
understanding.
2. Create a “Road Show” briefing for civic and neighborhood organizations from the information presented
to the city commission in key city neighborhoods. Target neighborhood organizations in which the most
crashes have taken place. Provide information tailored to specific neighborhood organizations that they may
share with their constituents.
3. Engage with city establishments to post fliers and information targeting your audience(s) about the new
bicyclist and motorist safety campaign and provide them with information and assets to distribute on your
behalf. An advocacy toolkit was produced for the Driving Change campaign, which included a letter from the
city, FAQs, posters, brochures in English and Spanish, attachable bicycle spoke cards, water bottles, coasters
and bike lights. The toolkit was distributed to the public to expand the campaign’s reach and maximize impact.
News and Social Media Outlets for Outreach:
• Local newspaper
• TV and radio
• Public access TV channels
• Chambers of commerce publications and electronic bulletins
• Specialty audience print and electronic media (for example, minority groups and media outlets,
special interest publications, etc.)
4. Media training: Once the planning tasks are completed, the next phase is to prepare for rapid response
implementation with the news media and reporter interviews at a time when deemed appropriate.
The ability to obtain positive press coverage hinges on:
• Having succinct talking points in place that clearly summarize key messages in language that is as
simple as possible. It is recommended to use plain language and avoid jargon wherever possible.
• Repeating the key talking points as often as possible during the interview. Repetition increases the
likelihood that the reporter will rely on the key message(s). It is advisable to keep this paper document
in front of the spokesperson as a reference to stay on message during interviews.
• Devising hypothetical Q&As to help guide the interview, including negative questions and practical
positive responses.
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